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Commands and acknowledgement messages

Command/Response Interleave ( cri_*() )

Functions in this group enforce the requirement
that a command to a SMOCO node (regardless
of the actuator addressed) must receive a first
response before any other command may be
submitted. All other commands to that node

must wait (block) until the node is idle.

cri_cmd_wait()

cri_comm_start()
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smoco_transaction

Functions in this group provide an event-driven
model for managing the lifetimes of long-running
SMOCO movement commands, which involve a

separate thread in the SMOCO controller
firmware. During the execution of these

commands, a subset of other commands are
available for concurrent execution, and periodic

local operations (eg. UI position updates) may be
required for client software functionality.

Each ongoing command process or "transaction"
is represented by a dynamic "tracker" thread.

Threads are managed by a separate "scanning"
thread, which provides timer events and enforces

timeouts and thread termination.
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Libsmoco Control Flow Overview

Status Cache

A cache is maintained in libsmoco for
each SMOCO node and actuator in the

system. During normal operation,
response messages from SMOCO are
intercepted prior to normal processing,

and the cache is updated with any
relevant information these messages

contain.

Client API

smoco_run_command()

Intended for long-running or "asynchronous" movement
commands, smoco_run_command() creates a

transaction entity, executes the command and blocks
until the transaction is complete. The result from

SMOCO's final response message is returned to the
caller.

smoco_send_command()

Submits commands to SMOCO, and waits for the initial
response, returning that response to the caller.

smoco_cache_get_*()

These functions retrieve status information (actuator
state, position, etc) from libsmoco cache.

smoco_register_handler_*()

These functions provide a simple response callback
mechanism; libsmoco will call registered functions upon

receiving response messages from SMOCO.


